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John was a real estate agent who had been in the business for a few

years, but he was struggling to generate consistent leads and close

deals. After understanding the 7 pillars of digital marketing for real

estate, as listed in this document, he decided to focus on improving

his digital marketing efforts in order to attract more clients.

First, John worked on his website, hiring a designer to create a

professional, user-friendly site that was optimized for mobile devices.

He also made sure to include calls to action and contact forms on

every page, so that visitors could easily get in touch with him.

Next, John started implementing SEO best practices, such as

optimizing his website's content and meta tags for relevant keywords,

and building high-quality backlinks to his site. He also claimed and

optimized his Google My Business listing, which helped his website

rank higher in local search results.

What this document can do for you?

John Doe
Real Estate Agent

Struggling to get Consistent Leads
   Having trouble closing deals
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John also used social media to promote his listings and engage with

potential clients. He created a Facebook page and started posting

regular updates, including photos and videos of his listings, as well as

useful information about the local real estate market. He also started

running Facebook ads targeting specific demographics and interests,

which helped him reach a larger audience.

As a result of these efforts, John's website started receiving more

traffic, and he started getting more leads and inquiries from potential

clients. He was able to close more deals, and his income started to

increase steadily. Within a year, he was able to triple his income

thanks to the success of his digital marketing efforts.

In Addition to his Website,

As a Result..

He started Getting More Traffic.

 Resulting More leads & Conversions

 Consequently, his income increased  
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7 Pillars of Real Estate Digital Marketing

A strong website: Your website is the hub of your digital marketing

efforts, and it's important to make sure it is well-designed, user-

friendly, and mobile responsive.

Search engine optimization (SEO): By optimizing your website

and online content for relevant keywords, you can improve your

ranking in search engine results pages and attract more qualified

leads.

1.

2.

3. Social Media: Social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram,

and LinkedIn can be powerful marketing tools for real estate

professionals. Use them to share listings, promote open houses,

and engage with potential clients.

4. Email Marketing: Email marketing can be a effective way to stay

in touch with past clients and nurture leads. Use email to share

news, updates, and listings, and consider segmenting your email list

to personalize your messages.
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Lead Generation using Paid Advertising: Paid advertising, such as

Google Ads or Facebook Ads, can be a effective way to reach

targeted audiences and drive traffic to your website.

Video Marketing: Video is a powerful tool for engaging with

potential clients, and it can be especially effective for real estate

marketing. Consider creating videos of listings, virtual open houses,

and neighborhood overviews to share on your website and social

media channels.

5.

6.

7. Monitoring and Dashboard Designing: It's important to track and

measure the effectiveness of your digital marketing efforts. Use

tools like Google Analytics to understand how people are finding

and interacting with your website, and use this data to continually

improve your marketing strategy. Also there are plenty of SaaS

products available to help you monitor key performance metrics. 
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The free tools you need to
help with the 7 pillars: 

Google Analytics:  This tool allows

you to track website traffic,

conversions, and other key metrics,

and it provides detailed reports and

insights to help you understand your

audience and optimize your

marketing efforts.

Google My Business: This tool

allows you to manage your online

presence on Google, including your

Google Maps listing and reviews.

Very helpful for local SEO. 

1.

2.

3. Canva: This design tool lets you create professional-looking

graphics, such as social media posts, banners, and ads

Hootsuite: This social media management tool allows you to

schedule and publish content, track your social media

metrics, and engage with followers across multiple social

media platforms.

4.
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The free tools you need to help with the
7 pillars: 

Mailchimp: This email marketing platform allows you to create,

send, and track email campaigns, and it includes features such as

customizable templates and list segmentation.

SEMrush: This SEO and paid search tool allows you to track and

analyze your website's traffic and performance, and it provides

insights on keywords, competitors, and more

5.

6.

7. Ahrefs: This SEO tool allows you to track your website's ranking

and performance, research keywords, and analyze your

competitors' SEO strategies.

8. Facebook Ads Manager: This tool is provided by Facebook and

allows you to create, manage, and track your Facebook ads. It

includes features such as targeting options, budget and scheduling

controls, and conversion tracking.

9. Facebook Audience Insights: This tool provides data on your

target audience, including demographics, interests, and behavior,

to help you create more effective Facebook ads.

10. AdEspresso: This tool simplifies the process of creating and

optimizing Facebook ads by providing a drag-and-drop interface

and real-time performance data.
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Include calls to action: Your website should include calls to

action, such as contact forms or phone numbers, to make it easy

for potential clients to get in touch with you.

Pillar 1: Website : Top tips for a good
website for real estate: 

Make sure your website is mobile-friendly: With more and more

people accessing the internet via mobile devices, it's important to

make sure your website is mobile-friendly. Use a responsive design

to ensure that your website looks good and is easy to use on all

devices.

important tip
Use high-quality visuals: 

In the real estate industry, visuals are

especially important for showcasing

properties. Make sure to use high-quality

photos and videos on your website, and

consider hiring a professional photographer

if necessary.

Use relevant and informative content: Your website should

provide useful information about the local real estate market, as

well as information about your services and experience.
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Optimize your website for search engines:

Implement SEO best practices, such as

optimizing your website's content and meta

tags for relevant keywords and building high-

quality backlinks, to improve your website's

ranking in search results.

Use a clear and user-friendly navigation:

Make it easy for visitors to find what they're

looking for on your website by using a clear

and intuitive navigation menu.

Make sure your website is secure: Use an

SSL certificate to encrypt your website and

protect sensitive information, such as login

credentials and contact forms. This will also

help improve your website's ranking in

search results.

Pillar 1: Website : Top tips for a good
website for real estate: 
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Claim and optimize your Google My Business listing: By

claiming and optimizing your Google My Business listing, you can

improve your visibility in local search results and make it easier for

potential clients to find you.

Pillar 2 SEO: Top tips for SEO for real
estate:

Research and use relevant keywords: Identify the keywords

that potential clients are using to search for properties and real

estate services, and include them in your website's content and

meta tags.

important tip
Optimize your Website's Content

Make sure that your website's content is

informative, relevant, and well-written. Use

header tags to break up the content and

make it easier to read, and include internal

and external links to improve the user

experience and help with SEO.

Build high-quality backlinks: Backlinks from other reputable

websites can help improve your website's ranking in search

results. Focus on building high-quality backlinks from authoritative

sites within your industry.
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Use alt tags for images: Alt tags help search

engines understand the content of images on

your website. Make sure to include

descriptive alt tags for all images, including

property photos.

Use a mobile-responsive design: With more

and more people accessing the internet via

mobile devices, it's important to make sure

your website is mobile-friendly. Use a mobile-

responsive design to ensure that your website

looks good and is easy to use on all devices.

Use schema markup: Schema markup is a

type of code that helps search engines

understand the content on your website. By

using schema markup, you can help improve

your website's visibility in search results.

Pillar 2 SEO: Tips for SEO for real
estate:
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Engage with your followers: Social media is a two-way

conversation, so make sure to respond to comments and

messages from your followers. This can help build relationships

and establish you as a trusted and responsive real estate

professional.

Pillar 3 Social Media: Top tips for Social
Media Organic posting for real estate

Use high-quality visuals: In the real estate industry, visuals are

especially important for showcasing properties. Make sure to use

high-quality photos and videos in your social media posts, and

consider hiring a professional photographer if necessary.

important tip
Use Relevant hashtags

Hashtags can help your posts reach a wider

audience and make it easier for people to

find your content. Use relevant hashtags,

such as the name of the neighborhood or

city where the property is located, to

increase the chances of your posts being

seen by potential clients.

Share useful information: In addition to promoting your listings,

make sure to share useful information about the local real estate

market, such as market trends, homebuying tips, and local events.
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Use a Mix of content formats: Social media

platforms offer a variety of content formats,

including text, images, and video. Use a mix

of formats to keep your content interesting

and engaging.

Use storytelling: People love stories, and you

can use storytelling to connect with your

audience and make your social media posts

more memorable. Consider sharing success

stories or personal anecdotes about your

experiences in the real estate industry.

Monitor and analyze your efforts: Use tools

like Facebook Insights or Instagram Analytics

to track the performance of your social

media posts and understand what's working

and what's not. Use this data to continually

improve your strategy and reach a wider

audience.

Pillar 3 Social Media: Top tips for Social
Media Organic posting for real estate
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Use a clear and visually appealing design: Make sure your

emails are easy to read and look good on all devices. Use clear

headings, bullet points, and white space to break up the content,

and use images and graphics to make the email more visually

appealing.

Pillar 4 Email-Marketing: Top tips for
Email marketing for Real estate.

Segment your email list: By segmenting your email list, you can

send targeted, personalized emails to different groups of people,

based on factors such as location, interests, or stage in the buying

process. This can help increase the effectiveness of your emails.

important tip
Use compelling subject lines

The subject line is the first thing people see

when they receive your email, so it's

important to make it interesting and

attention-grabbing. Use actionable

language and make it clear what the email

is about.

Include calls to action: Your emails should include calls to action,

such as buttons or links, to encourage people to take the next

step, whether it's visiting your website, scheduling a showing, or

signing up for a newsletter.
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Personalize your emails: Personalization

can help increase the effectiveness of your

emails. Use tools like merge tags to

personalize the greeting and other elements

of your emails based on each recipient's

information.

Test and optimize your emails: Use A/B

testing to compare the performance of

different versions of your emails, and use the

results to optimize your emails and improve

their effectiveness.

Monitor and analyze your results: Use

tools like email marketing software to track

the performance of your emails, including

open rates, click-through rates, and

conversions. Use this data to understand

what's working and what's not, and make

adjustments as needed.

Pillar 4 Email-Marketing: Top tips for
Email marketing for Real estate.
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Use high-quality visuals: In the real estate industry, visuals are

especially important for catching people's attention and

showcasing properties. Make sure to use high-quality photos and

videos in your ads, and consider hiring a professional

photographer if necessary.

Pillar 5 Paid Advertising: Top tips for
Social Media advertising for real estate

Identify your target audience: It's important to understand who

you are trying to reach with your social media advertising, so you

can create ads that are relevant and appealing to them. Consider

factors such as age, location, and interests when defining your

target audience.

important tip
Use compelling Copies

The text in your ads should be clear,

concise, and to the point. Use actionable

language and highlight the benefits of

working with you or buying the property you

are promoting.

Test different ad formats: There are various ad formats

available on social media platforms, including image ads, video

ads, carousel ads, and more. Experiment with different formats to

see what works best for your business.
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Use targeting options: Most social media

platforms offer a range of targeting options

that allow you to specify who sees your ads.

Use these options to ensure that your ads are

being shown to the right people.

Monitor and optimize your ads: It's

important to track the performance of your

social media ads and make adjustments as

needed. Use tools like Facebook Ads

Manager to monitor your ads' reach,

engagement, and conversions, and use this

data to optimize your ad targeting and

budget.

Set clear objectives: Before you start

running ads, it's important to know what you

want to achieve. Do you want to generate

leads, drive traffic to your website, or

increase brand awareness? Setting clear

objectives will help you create more

effective ads and measure the results of

your efforts.

Pillar 5 Paid Advertising: Top tips for
Social Media advertising for real estate
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Use relevant and high-quality visuals: In the real estate industry,

visuals are especially important for catching people's attention

and showcasing properties. Make sure to use high-quality photos

and videos in your ads, and consider hiring a professional

photographer if necessary.

Pillar 5.1 Paid Advertising: Top tips for
Google Ads for real estate

Research and use relevant keywords: Identify the keywords that

potential clients are using to search for properties and real estate

services, and include them in your Google Ads campaigns.

important tip
Use compelling Copies

Use compelling ad copy: The text in your

Google Ads should be clear, concise, and

to the point. Use actionable language and

highlight the benefits of working with you or

buying the property you are promoting.

Use negative keywords: Negative keywords help ensure that your ads

aren't shown to people who aren't interested in what you're offering.

For example, if you're a real estate agent who only works in a

specific city, you might use "rent" as a negative keyword to prevent

your ads from showing up when people search for rental properties.
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Use targeting options: Google Ads offers a

range of targeting options, such as location,

language, and demographics, that allow you

to specify who sees your ads. Use these

options to ensure that your ads are being

shown to the right people.

Test different ad formats: Google Ads

offers a variety of ad formats, including text

ads, display ads, and video ads. Experiment

with different formats to see what works best

for your business.

Monitor and optimize your campaigns:

It's important to track the performance of

your Google Ads campaigns and make

adjustments as needed. Use the tools in the

Google Ads platform to monitor your clicks,

conversions, and other key metrics, and use

this data to optimize your campaigns.

Pillar 5.1 Paid Advertising: Top tips for
Google Ads for real estate
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Keep it short and to the point: Most people have short attention

spans, so it's important to keep your videos concise and focused.

Aim for videos that are two minutes or less in length.

Pillar 6 Video-Marketing: Top tips for
Video marketing for Real estate.

Use high-quality video and audio: Make sure your videos are

visually appealing and easy to watch. Use a good camera and

microphone, and consider hiring a professional videographer if

necessary.

important tip

Use Compelling Visuals and Music

Use images, graphics, and music to

make your videos more engaging and

interesting.

Tell a story: People love stories, and you can use video to tell a

compelling story about a property or the local real estate market.
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Use captions: Many people watch videos

with the sound off, so make sure to include

captions or subtitles to ensure that your

message is being conveyed.

Share your videos on multiple platforms: In

addition to sharing your videos on platforms

like YouTube and Vimeo, make sure to also

share them on your website and social media

channels to reach a wider audience.

Optimize your videos for search: Use

relevant keywords in the title and description

of your videos, and use tools like YouTube's

keyword tool to help optimize your videos for

search.

Pillar 6 Video-Marketing: Top tips for
Video marketing for Real estate.
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Use A/B testing: A/B testing, also known as split testing, allows

you to compare the performance of two different versions of a

website, email, or social media post, and see which one performs

better. Use A/B testing to optimize your digital marketing efforts

and improve their effectiveness.

Pillar 7 Analytics: Top tips for Analytics
tools for real estate

Set clear goals and objectives: Before you start analyzing your

digital marketing efforts, it's important to know what you want to

achieve. Are you trying to generate leads, drive traffic to your

website, or increase brand awareness? Setting clear goals and

objectives will help you track the right metrics and measure the

success of your efforts.

Important tip
Use Tracking tools: 

There are various tools available, such as

Google Analytics, that can help you track

and analyze the performance of your digital

marketing efforts. Use these tools to

understand how people are interacting with

your website and social media channels, and

to identify areas for improvement.
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Analyze your audience: Use tools like

Google Analytics to understand who your

audience is, including their demographics,

interests, and behavior. This can help you

create more targeted and effective

marketing campaigns.

Use data to inform your strategy: Use the

data you collect from your digital marketing

analytics to inform and improve your

marketing strategy. Look for patterns and

trends, and make adjustments as needed to

optimize your efforts and achieve your goals.

Monitor and analyze your competition:

Keep an eye on your competition and

analyze their digital marketing efforts to see

what's working for them and what you can

learn from them. Use tools like SEMrush or

Ahrefs to track your competitors' websites

and social media channels.

Pillar 7 Analytics: Top tips for Analytics
tools for real estate
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The Team That Makes it Happen

Neeraj Ramnani
Founder. IIM-I Alum. Creator,
Digital Marketing Certification
course. Loves Books & Startups.

Fenil Kalal
Landing Page Funnel Automation &
SEO Specialist. All-rounder.
Obsessed with A.I. apocalypse. 

Priyanka Acharya
A storyteller that loves being
creative. Web3 content creator &
digital marketer.

Pankaj Shivnani
I'm crazy Fantastically. Marketer, IG
Tech Content Creator (106k F),
Web3.0, Music & Spirituality.
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Looking Forward to Connect!

Fenil@webkow.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/priyanka-
acharya-zizzy-technologies/
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